Rabecka Collins has been a Daytona State College employee since 2006. She started as a work study student in the Virtual College department and has worked in various college areas including the Women’s Center as an Enrollment Specialist under the New Directions and CCAMPIS programs, and now as a Transition Specialist with the Student Support Services program.
As a single mother of two, Rabecka was able to work full-time and attend college earning an Associate of Arts from Daytona State College, Bachelors from the University of Central Florida, and recently a Masters from the University of Central Florida. “Never give in and never give up” is Rabecka’s mantra because she truly believes persistence is required when pursuing your goals. The only one that can stop you is you! Rabecka believes using the resources and supports around you coupled with persistence is the true formula for success.
When not working, Rabecka enjoys spending time with family and crafting.